EXERCISE CONTROL
IMPROVE SAFETY

- Improved Site Safety
- Improved Driving Standards
- Reduced Wear And Tear Of Engine, Tyre & Brakes
- Improve Fuel Efficiency
- Cable & Fly By Wire Options Available

FORKLIFT SPEED LIMITER

A very comprehensive, highly reliable product and cost effective automatic speed limiter for all kinds of industrial vehicles with either mechanical or electronic throttle.

The system controls the vehicle's maximum speed whilst still allowing the operator to use the full power of the vehicle for functions other than driving, without affecting the hydraulic lifting power.
FORKLIFT SPEED LIMITER
controlled by microcomputer
to exercise control &
completely prevent
over speeding

- No loss of engine power to
guarantee hydraulic functions and
driving torque
- Available in 12V & 24V
- Easy and guided installation
- Reduced overshoot guarantees
smooth drive
- No noticeable reaction on the gas pedal position
- The system is suitable for both mechanical (cable driven) and electronic (fly by wire)
vehicles and even LPG operated ones
- Over speeding alarm
- The system is able to offer you 2 speeds which can be activated by a push button or
automatically

User manual, Installation guide and videos are available
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